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Knight rider movie 1982

The premiere date 26 September 1982 starring David Hasselhoff as Michael Knight edward mulhar as Devon Miles Richard Basshart as the narrator Patricia MacPherson as Bonnie Barstow and Liam Daniels as The Voice of Kate David Hasselhoff (Baywatch, Dodgeball: The True Underdog Story) stars as Michael Knight in his breakthrough role as a crime fighter who wakes up from serious injury with a new identity. At the premiere
of the series, Las Vegas police detective Michael Arthur Long is shot in the face and left to die before being rescued by the death of millionaire Wilton Knight (Richard Basshart, Journey to the Bottom of the Sea), president of Knight Industries and creator of the Public Justice Organization, The Law and Government Foundation (Science). Wilton makes Michael the principal agent for FLAG, giving him a new identity through plastic
surgery and the name Michael Knight, plus an arsenal of equipment to continue his work in the fight against crime. The principle among this equipment is Knight Industries Alvin, or Kate (expressed by William Daniels, St. Elsewhere, Boy Meets the World), which is dramatically modified and artificially intelligent Pontiac Firebird TransAm with the ability to speak, firearms and travel at high speed. Michael and Kate work together to bring
down criminals who work above the law. They are assisted in their work by FLAG leader, Devon Miles (Edward Mulhar, Ghost and Mrs. Muir), who provides details of the mission, and Dr Bonnie Barstow (Patricia MacPherson), Kate's chief technician. During the four-year period, Knight Rider appeared appearances by Jenna Davis (Thelma and Louise, their own university, Grey's Anatomy), Jason Pittman (Development Arrested,
Terrible Bosses), Ari Gross (Ellen, Castle), Tony Dow (Leave It To Belfer), Maria Conchita Alonso (One of the boys, Resurrection Avenue), Mary Beth Evans (General Hospital, Days of Our Lives), Rosalind Allen (Santa Barbara), Richard Anderson (Perry Mason Men '6 Million, Bionica Woman), Harry Carey Jr. (Bonanza, Gunsmoke), Keith Coogan (Walton) , John Seaver (Santa Barbara, Hill Street Blues, Father Principal), Shelley
Berman (Los Angeles). Law, Boston Law, Curb Your Enthusiasm), Janine Turner (Northern Exposure, Strong Medicine, Friday Night Lights), Mark Allimo (Hill Street Blues, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine), Nancy Lee Gran (Murder One, Melrose Place Sky VII, General Hospital), Joan Chen (Twin Peaks), Blair Underwood (Sex and The City, In TheRapy), Alice Nunn (Big BWe Adventure), Robert Pastorelli (Murphy Brown), St. Larry (Larry
S.) F Forces), Tina Luiz (Gilligan Island, Dallas), Christopher MacDonald (Family Law, Empire Corridor), Robin Levy (Doogie Howser, M.D., Chicago Hope, Geppetimer Gibbon's Life on The Ordinary Street) and Anna Visitor (Star Trek: Deep Space, Dark Angel, Family Man). Created by Glenn A. Larson (Battlestar Galactica, Autumn Man, Magnum, P.I.) Knight It became an instant blow. It aired on NBC for four seasons, from 1982 to
1986, creating a spin-off (Team Rider Knight) and rebooting in 2008. The reboot also aired on NBC and ran for one season; I picked up 25 years after the original series, this time after the adventures of Mike Traceur (Justin Bruening, All My Kids), the estranged son of Michael Knight, and the next generation KITT. We and our partners use cookies on this site to improve our services, perform analytics, customize ads, measure ad
performance, and remember site preferences. By using the site, you agree to these cookies. For more information about cookies including how to manage your consent, please visit our cookie policy. For the adaptation of the original series, see Knight Rider (2008). This page or section has been marked for review because of inconsistencies or data with questionable reliability. If you have any knowledge about it, please check the
consistency and accuracy of this article. You can find help on WikiProject TV. If there is a more convenient Wiki project, please correct this preset. (April 2010) This page cites reliable sources, but does not cover all content. Help insert references. Unverifiable content can be removed.— Search for sources: Google (news, books and researcher) (August 2014) Knight Rider Punisher (PT)The Super Machine (BR) K.I.T.T., A version of
the car used in the original series of the 45-minute Public Information Coordination Series creator (es) Glenn A. Larson country of origin Us origin Original English broadcast original broadcast broadcast September 26 September 1982 - August 8, 1986 seasons 4 episodes 90 Punisher Knight and BR: The Super Machine) is a television series produced by Glenn A. Larson (who also performed another series such as Galactica, Doro Na
Quida and Magnum) and produced by Universal Studios. The series began in September 1982 and ended in May 1986, totalling 4 seasons and 90 episodes produced. Its first broadcast in Brazil was on the television record on May 31, 1983 (Pilot) series debuted on Sunday at 21:00 on the same station on June 5, 1983 after the series will pass on SBT (at that time, it was still called TVS) and will be broadcast for the last time in the late
90s on network 21. Currently the first season is only being shown on Rede Brasil, Portugal, on RTP 1. It was first made by David Hasselhoff (as Michael Knight, a type of walking knight nowadays, who drove a car with advanced technology and his own personality, acquired from the development of artificial intelligence). The anti-crime episodes showed. I wanted to make Zorro the only guard in a car, Larson said, a mix of western
science fiction. Interior of K.I.T.T. and K.A.R.R. The series was very successful with the audience, largely due to the innovative nature of putting a car TransAm) as a character, also made known to the world David Hasselhoff. The old car had five doors, relying on the injection button. The series begins when former Vietnam fighter and secret policeman Michael Arthur Long (Larry Anderson) is investigating an industrial espionage case
in Las Vegas. He is ambushed and betrayed by his partner, being shot in the face which leaves him disfigured. Rescued by millionaire Wilton Knight (Richard Basshart's journey to the bottom of the sea), Long still takes him alive to Knight's Palace, where he tries the best plastic surgeon in the country, Dr. Ralph Wesley (Richard Anderson, better known as Oscar Goldman in The Six Million Dollar Man and the Bionica Woman) to save
him from death. Dr. Wesley's diagnosis is simple: he did not die long just because he had a metal plate on his forehead (military surgery performed at the time of the fighter), which drained the bullet that would go to his head, and out of his face. The same fate that saved Long condemned him, because the bullet that came out of his face did not give anyone any case to know what he was before he was shot. Wilton decides to rebuild
Long's face so that he looks like his renegade son, giving him the name of Michael Knight (David Hasselhoff of Baywatch), while Michael Long is declared dead. THE LAW AND GOVERNMENT FOUNDATION (FLAG) IS WORKING TO SUPPORT MICHAEL BY GIVING HIM A NEW ANTI-CRIME TOOL: A PONTIAC TRANSAM BUILT WITH MOLECULAR ALLOYS THAT MAKE IT INDESTRUCTIBLE, FIREPROOF AND
BULLETPROOF, GIFTED FROM A K.I.T.T. COMPUTER (KNIGHT INDUSTRIES A OR KNIGHT INDUSTRIES 2000 IN PORTUGUESE), WHICH ORDERS ALL THE VEHICLE'S FUNCTIONS AND EVEN SPEAKS. While K.I.T.T.T. is still being prepared at The Knight Foundation Laboratories and Michael Knight is recovering to return to work and fight crime, Wilton Knight dies, michael said that the man can make a difference. With
the help of Wilton's best friend, Devon Miles (Edward Mulhar), who took over the foundation, Michael begins his journey with a new car. Characters presenting the main material: K.I.T.T.T.T. K.A.R.R.R.K.I.T.I.T., The Punisher of the Punisher in Portugal and The Super Machine in Brazil.[1] The main feature is the yellow inverter on the front of the car (from the Kit vs. KARR ring in the original series and 2008 series), different from
k.I.T.T., which is red. The car model is identical to kate's model, the Pontiac TransAm. KARR appeared twice on the show: the first was in season 1 in the episode and was twin brother and the second in season 3 in the episode Kit vs. KARR. According to the history of the series, KARR was the first Wilton Knight project to develop the same But by error during the installation of directives, KARR began to have its own self-protection
principle, unlike Kate, who has her principle of human protection. Wilton hated the result and rejected KARR, because it was poorly designed in its schedule and could cause harm to people on demand. KARR was kept in The Knight Industries warehouse even in Twin Brother, when he was pulled over by thieves. In KLTT vs. KARR, he is found by a young couple buried in the sand on the beach (because in the previous episode
Michael managed to get the KARR to fall off the cliff and explode - the sea effect would turn the front Karr reflector into yellow), and no one knows who rebuilt it after it was destroyed when it fell from the cliff, to the extent that it is found completely by the couple, who were then kidnapped by KARR in a reunion and final duel with KITT. Knight Rider (2008) in the new Super Machine, KARR appeared in 2 episodes in the first indirectly in
Nada carries Kate and the second directly in Karr REtaking, when she has a struggle with Kate and Mike. Knight Rider's 2000 Chevrolet Bell Air sequels from 1957 in 1991's Knight Racer 2000 made the film, where Michael Knight was back in active after 10 years away from the enterprise and installed the K.I.T.T. (which was dismantled and disabled) on the 1957 Chevy Bel Air, but the old K.I.T.T. chip ended up stopping at the head of
a policewoman. The foundation is preparing a new car, four thousand knight industries (K.I.F.T. or Knight Industries 4000 in Portuguese), a 1988 Panchi Red Pontiac, where the K.I.T.T. CPU was installed later. This film was published in Brazil on SBT, Universal, Reddy Globo, and Intercine, with the name Super McQueena 2000. She appeared in the villain Thomas J. Watts (played by Mitch Pileggi, best known as agent Walter Skinner
in X-Files). In this film the late actor James Doohan, Scott Montgomery of Star Trek made a small appearance. See main article: Knight Rider 2000 Knight Rider 2010 in 1994 released another film Knight Rider 2010, which had nothing to do with the original series except the title and that car spoke but was not KITT. The most stingy fans in the series look at this movie as if it did not exist. At no time, there was no reference to the
institution by law or to the government, to Michael Knight, to KLTT, or to anything that appeared in the original series. It also took a lot of criticism as a motion picture. The story of Jake McQueen, who sought revenge on the head of a company called Cresside, who killed his father and girlfriend, was chronicled. For revenge a car was built and endowed with tools, weapons and armor. In addition through a computer he managed to
crystallize the spirit of his dead girlfriend and gave her in his car. This one has the same name as your friend, Anna, and can speak (with the same voice as girlfriend), drive yourself, among other things. The design of this car did not satisfy the audience at all, as the film has a very post-apocalyptic mad max-style film that is quite the opposite of the original series. Team Rider Finally, in the 1997 World Series broadcast under the name
Team Knight Rider. Although at first it seems that the story of this series is a continuation of the movie Knight Rider 2000, in fact it is the opposite, because it happens in 2000 and the Rider Knight team a few years ago. The series had controversial contradictions with regard to films. In this new series we had 5 heroes (3 men and 2 women, one of whom was the virtual daughter of Michael Knight) who drove 5 vehicles (2 cars, 2
motorcycles (one of them with sidecar) and minivan). These cars also speak like (Clit) despite continuing references to the original series, the Knight Rider team failed to convince anyone though Glenn Larson (creator of the original series) was the executive producer of The Knight Rider team. Universal ended the broadcast of only one season with 22 episodes. Knight Rider (2008) NBC announced on December 13, 2007 the release
of the first season 1 episode of the new series on February 17, 2008 with a new car (Ford Shelby Mustang GT500KR), new actors and cameo David Hasselhoff as Michael Knight. The first episode lasts for one hour and 20 minutes. Justin Bruening is the lead actor in the Mike Tresor series, along with Sarah Graimman (Diana Russo). Main article: Knight Rider (2008) Episode View Main Article: List of Episodes of Knight Rider
References ↑ «Archive copy». Consulted on July 1, 2013. An archive of the original on August 27, 2013 External Commons Links has a category containing photos and other files on Knight Rider's 'Knight Rider'. Imdb «Knight Rider Car» «Psychological Roots of Knight Trail» «David Hasselhoff Online». - David Hasselhoff Online Club America and Fan Club «Daily Hasselhof». - Best of 'Hoff', 365 days a year «Knight Rider Archive»
and Turbo Casting the only major seller of original N89 Turbo cast Reims and General Motors 1982-1984 Firebird Pieces 1984 « Nightrider Online » Video Clip: «Pizza Night Rider» from German fans TV gate US «
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